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Rectal washout does not increase the
complication risk after anterior resection for
rectal cancer
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Abstract

Background: To reduce local recurrence risk, rectal washout (RW) is integrated in the total mesorectal excision
(TME) technique when performing anterior resection (AR) for rectal cancer. Although RW is considered a safe
practice, data on the complication risk are scarce. Our aim was to examine the association between RW and 30-day
postoperative complications after AR for rectal cancer.

Methods: Patients from the Swedish Colorectal Cancer Registry who underwent AR between 2007 and 2013 were
analysed using multivariable methods.

Results: A total of 4821 patients were included (4317 RW, 504 no RW). The RW group had lower rates of overall
complications (1578/4317 (37%) vs. 208/504 (41%), p = 0.039), surgical complications (879/4317 (20%) vs. 140/504
(28%), p < 0.001) and 30-day mortality (50/4317 (1.2%) vs. 12/504 (2.4%), p = 0.020). In multivariable analysis, RW
was a risk factor neither for overall complications (OR 0.73, 95% CI 0.60–0.90, p = 0.002) nor for surgical
complications (OR 0.62, 95% CI 0.50–0.78, p < 0.001).

Conclusions: RW is a safe technique that does not increase the 30-day postoperative complication risk after AR
with TME technique for rectal cancer.
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Background
Due to advances in management of rectal cancer during
the last decades, oncological outcome has improved in
terms of decreased local recurrence (LR) rate and im-
proved survival [1–8]. Mainly, these improvements are
due to the introduction of the total mesorectal excision
(TME) technique and preoperative radiotherapy (RT) or
chemoradiotherapy in selected cases [4, 6, 8]. Among
resected rectal cancer patients in Sweden, the 5-year LR
rate is < 5% [9].

A potential source for LR in rectal cancer is implant-
ation of intraluminal, viable malignant cells shed from
the tumour [10–14]. To eliminate those cells and
thereby reduce the LR risk, rectal washout (RW) has
been an integrated part of the TME technique when per-
forming anterior resection (AR) for rectal cancer. The
impact of RW on the LR rate is controversial [15–23].
RW is stated to be inexpensive, easy and quick to per-
form as well as a safe procedure [15, 16, 19, 23]. How-
ever, regarding the safety of RW, the data are scarce.
There are no clear contraindications of RW. A few case
reports describing procedure-related complications have
been published involving blood pressure drop and car-
diac ischemia after RW with cetrimide and anaphylaxis
after RW with chlorhexidine [24, 25]. In addition, during
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minimally invasive surgery, RW can sometimes be diffi-
cult and time-consuming due to that the proximal
clamping is technically challenging [26].
Postoperative complications following rectal cancer

surgery are common. Population-based registries report
rates between 30 and 40% [9, 27–29]. To our knowledge,
no study has explored a potential association between
RW and complication risk. We aimed to evaluate the
safety of RW, using population-based data from the
Swedish Colorectal Cancer Registry (SCRCR), and ex-
plore the hypothesis that RW does not increase the 30-
day postoperative complication risk with a focus on sur-
gical complications.

Methods
Since 1995, all diagnosed rectal cancers in Sweden have
been prospectively registered in the SCRCR [5, 9]. Data
related to the patient, the tumour, the preoperative as-
sessment, the treatment and postoperative complications
are registered 30 days after surgery or at diagnosis for
patients not treated with surgery. Follow-up data with
information about adjuvant treatment, late postoperative
complications, recurrences and death are registered after
three and five years. The SCRCR covers approximately
99% of all patients diagnosed with rectal cancer in
Sweden [5, 9]. The internal data validity has proven to
be high, and the SCRCR has been described in detail in
other publications [5, 28, 30].
This study was approved by the Ethical Review Board

of Lund University, Sweden (Dnr2014/332), and
followed the Declaration of Helsinki guidelines. We re-
trieved data on all patients with rectal cancer registered
in the SCRCR between 2007 and 2013. Patients sub-
jected to AR who had available data on RW were se-
lected for further analysis. The study cohort was
subdivided into two groups—RW and no RW. Differ-
ences in patient and tumour characteristics as well as
treatment and early postoperative complications were
calculated. The following complications were included:
30-day mortality, reoperations, and infectious, cardiovas-
cular, neurological and surgical complications. Surgical
complications were subdivided into wound infections,
intraabdominal infections, wound dehiscences, intraab-
dominal bleedings, anastomotic leakages (AL) and stoma
complications.
Rectal cancer is defined as an adenocarcinoma that

is completely or partly located within 15 cm from the
anal verge measured with rigid sigmoidoscopy during
withdrawal. RW denotes intraoperative irrigation of
the rectum after cross-clamping below the tumour
but above the intended anastomosis line before tran-
section, to eliminate exfoliated malignant cells. The
SCRCR includes whether RW was performed or not
but does not describe solution, volume or technique

used. Early postoperative complications are defined as
complications occurring within 30 days of surgery
both in hospital and after discharge. TME is defined
as sharp dissection under direct vision in embryo-
logical avascular planes with removal of the rectum
including intact mesorectum down to the pelvic floor.
For most of the highly situated tumours, partial
mesorectal excision was performed (i.e., division of
the rectum and the mesorectum 5 cm below the
tumour). A hospital that annually performs > 25
major abdominal procedures for rectal cancer is de-
fined as a high-volume hospital. A colorectal surgeon
is an accredited colorectal surgeon or a surgeon with
special interest in colorectal surgery trained in the
TME technique. A locally radical procedure (R0) is
defined as no macroscopic tumour growth left after
completed surgery as judged by the surgeon and no
microscopic tumour growth at the resected specimen
margins as judged by the pathologist (circumferential
resection margin (CRM) > 1 mm). When there is dis-
agreement, the resection is classified as an R1-
procedure (also including the group of patients with
CRM ≤ 1 mm). If both the surgeon and the patholo-
gist agree that tumour growth is left behind, the re-
section is by definition a R2-procedure.

Statistical analysis
Categorical variables were presented as number and pro-
portions in percentages. Numerical data were reported
as median with interquartile range. Chi-square test, Fish-
er’s exact test and two sample T-tests were used for in-
tergroup comparisons when appropriate. When
calculating differences between groups, missing data
were excluded. For complications with a sufficient num-
ber of events, univariable analysis was performed on po-
tential risk factors (i.e., age, gender, ASA-class, BMI,
low-/high-volume hospital, tumour height, RT, TNM
stage, temporary stoma, perforation, residual tumour
status, colorectal surgeon and laparoscopic procedure).
Univariable analysis of early postoperative complications
was performed, and relevant variables, as specified in the
“Results” section, were included in multivariable analysis.
Logistic regression was used to analyse RW effect on
complications, both univariable and multivariable ad-
justed for clinically important confounding variables.
Due to event distribution with all events occurring in ei-
ther group, residual tumour status and colorectal sur-
geon were not adjusted when analysing 30-day mortality,
and residual tumour status was not adjusted when ana-
lysing cardiovascular complications. For all tests, p
values < 0.05 were considered statistically significant. All
statistical analyses were conducted using IBM® SPSS®
Statistics version 23.00 for Windows® (IBM Corp,
Armonk, NY, USA).
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Results
Between 2007 and 2013, 11,617 patients with rectal can-
cer were registered in the SCRCR. AR was performed in
4826/11,617 (41.5%) patients. After exclusion, 4821 pa-
tients were included for analysis (Fig. 1). RW was per-
formed in 4317/4821 (89.5%) and not performed in 504/
4821 (10.5%) of analysed patients.
Patient, tumour and treatment characteristics are

shown in Table 1. In the RW group, more patients had
preoperative RT (p < 0.001), had surgery performed by a
colorectal surgeon (p < 0.001), and R0 resections were
more prevalent (p < 0.001). In addition, the operation
took longer (p < 0.001), and temporary stoma was more
frequent (p < 0.001). In the no RW group, the tumours
were higher situated (p < 0.001), and the patients had
more advanced TNM-stages (p = 0.005). More emer-
gency procedures (p < 0.001), laparoscopic procedures
(p < 0.001) and intraoperative perforations (p < 0.001)
occurred in the no RW group. Other studied variables
were equally distributed between the groups.
Data on 30-day postoperative complications are shown

in Table 2. Postoperative complications overall occurred

in 1786/4821 (37.0%) patients. The overall complication
rate was lower in the RW group compared to the no
RW group (1578/4317 (36.6%) vs. 208/504 (41.3%), p =
0.039). In the RW group, 30-day mortality was lower
(50/4317 (1.2%) vs. 12/504 (2.4%) respectively, p =
0.020) and the reoperation rate was lower (419/4317
(9.7%) vs. 76/504 (15.1%), p < 0.001). There were less
surgical complications overall in the RW group (879/
4317 (20.4%) vs. 140/504 (27.8%), p < 0.001) with lower
rates for wound dehiscences (p = 0.041), AL (p = 0.003)
and stoma complications (p = 0.010).
Data for univariable and multivariable analyses are

presented in Table 3. In multivariable analysis regarding
postoperative complications overall, the odds ratio (OR)
was 0.73 (95% confidence interval (CI) 0.60–0.90, p =
0.002), favouring the RW group. Furthermore, the RW
group had advantageous outcomes regarding surgical
complications with an OR of 0.62 (95% CI 0.50–0.78, p
< 0.001), AL with an OR of 0.59 (95% CI 0.43–0.80, p =
0.001), and in reoperations the OR was 0.61 (95% CI
0.46–0.81, p = 0.001). No differences between the groups

Fig. 1 Flow chart showing the selection of patients for inclusion in the study. SCRCR, Swedish Colorectal Cancer Registry; AR, anterior resection;
RW, rectal washout
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Table 1 Demographic data of patients registered in the SCRCR 2007–2013 undergoing anterior resection for rectal cancer presented
as all patients, rectal washout and no rectal washout

All patients
(n = 4821), n (%)

RW
(n = 4317), n (%)

No RW
(n = 504), n (%)

p value

Age at primary surgery (years)a 67 (14) 67 (14) 68 (16) 0.057

Gender M 2839 (58.9) 2543 (58.9) 296 (58.7) 0.939

F 1982 (41.1) 1774 (41.1) 208 (41.3) 0.939

ASA score I 1183 (24.5) 1048 (24.3) 135 (26.8) 0.373

II 2773 (57.5) 2504 (58.0) 269 (53.4)

III 739 (15.3) 658 (15.2) 81 (16.1)

IV 31 (0.6) 28 (0.6) 3 (0.6)

V 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)

Missing data 95 (2.0) 79 (1.8) 16 (3.2)

BMI (kg/m2)a 25.31 (5) 25.31 (5) 25.15 (5) 0.985

Missing data 361 303 58

Tumour height (cm) Low 0–5 155 (3.2) 135 (3.1) 20 (4.0) <0.001

Medium 6–10 2346 (48.7) 2149 (49.8) 197 (39.1)

High 11–15 2281 (47.3) 2011 (46.6) 270 (53.6)

Missing data 39 (0.8) 22 (0.5) 17 (3.4)

TNM stage I 1276 (26.5) 1138 (26.4) 138 (27.4) 0.005

II 1388 (28.8) 1276 (29.6) 112 (22.2)

III 1676 (34.8) 1497 (34.7) 179 (35.5)

IV 378 (7.8) 326 (7.6) 52 (10.3)

Missing data 103 (2.1) 80 (1.9) 23 (4.6)

Preoperative RT 2899 (60.1) 2665 (61.7) 234 (46.4) <0.001

Missing data 2 (0) 2 (0) 0 (0)

Preoperative CHT 693 (14.4) 629 (14.6) 64 (12.7) 0.255

Missing data 2 (0) 2 (0) 0 (0)

Intraoperative perforation No 4676 (97.0) 4202 (97.3) 474 (94.0) <0.001

Yes 119 (2.5) 94 (2.2) 25 (5.0)

Missing data 26 (0.5) 21 (0.5) 5 (1.0)

Emergency procedure No 4767 (98.9) 4278 (99.1) 489 (97.0) <0.001

Yes 29 (0.6) 18 (0.4) 11 (2.2)

Missing data 25 (0.5) 21 (0.5) 4 (0.8)

Laparoscopic surgery Yes 397 (8.2) 314 (7.3) 83 (16.5) <0.001

No 4392 (91.1) 3977 (92.1) 415 (82.3)

Missing data 32 (0.7) 26 (0.6) 6 (1.2)

Operative time (min)a 231 (125) 235 (126) 207 (122) <0.001

Missing data 142 117 25

Blood loss (ml)a 400 (500) 400 (500) 350 (500) 0.430

Missing data 186 153 33

Temporary stoma 3595 (74.6) 3329 (77.1) 266 (52.8) <0.001

Missing data 11 (0.2) 8 (0.2) 3 (0.6)

Surgical competence Colorectal 4728 (98.1) 4246 (98.4) 482 (95.6) <0.001

General 47 (1.0) 32 (0.7) 15 (3.0)

Missing data 46 (1.0) 39 (0.9) 7 (1.4)

Length of hospital stay (days)a 10 (7) 10 (7) 10 (8) 0.220
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were found considering the impact of RW on other ana-
lysed postoperative complications.

Discussion
In this study, RW was not associated with early postop-
erative complications, neither overall nor surgical. On
the contrary, complications were less frequent in the
RW group compared to the no RW group. To our
knowledge, this is the first study with special emphasis
on this issue.
There were significant differences between the RW

and no RW groups. Some differences can be attributed
to the surgical competence, and there is a risk that RW
acts as a surrogate marker for overall surgical quality.
The proportion of procedures performed by colorectal

surgeons was higher in the RW group, which might ex-
plain the lower frequency of intraoperative perforations
and non-radical surgery in this group. Preoperative RT
was less frequently used in the no RW group, which
might be related to surgical competence and availability
to multidisciplinary teams. If the operating surgeon fol-
lows one recommendation of good surgical practice, per-
haps the surgeon is more prone to adhere to guidelines.
Not only surgical competence but also adverse intraop-
erative events and the higher proportion of emergency
procedures in the no RW group may be contributing
factors. Data on bowel preparation and perioperative an-
tibiotics were not available for this study. However, the
national guidelines recommend prophylactic antibiotics
and preoperative bowel preparation in AR [31]. To

Table 1 Demographic data of patients registered in the SCRCR 2007–2013 undergoing anterior resection for rectal cancer presented
as all patients, rectal washout and no rectal washout (Continued)

All patients
(n = 4821), n (%)

RW
(n = 4317), n (%)

No RW
(n = 504), n (%)

p value

Missing data 13 11 2

Radicality R0 4116 (98.0) 3726 (98.2) 390 (95.8) <0.001

R1 79 (1.9) 66 (1.7) 13 (3.2)

R2 5 (0.1) 1 (0) 4 (1.0)
aValues in parentheses are interquartile range
RW rectal washout, RT radiotherapy, CHT chemotherapy

Table 2 Data on 30-day postoperative complications after anterior resection for rectal cancer presented as all patients, rectal
washout and no rectal washout

Complications All patients
(n = 4821), n (%)

RW
(n = 4317), n (%)

No RW
(n = 504), n (%)

p value

Overall 1786 (37.0) 1578 (36.6) 208 (41.3) 0.039

Missing data 3 (0) 3 (0) 0 (0)

30-day mortality 62 (1.3) 50 (1.2) 12 (2.4) 0.020

Missing data 6 (0.1) 3 (0.1) 3 (0.6)

Reoperation 495 (10.3) 419 (9.7) 76 (15.1) <0.001

Missing data 22 (0.5) 17 (0.4) 5 (1.0)

Infectiousa 287 (6.0) 256 (5.9) 31 (6.2) 0.843

Cardiovasculara 159 (3.3) 139 (3.2) 20 (4.0) 0.373

Neurologicala 11 (0.2) 10 (0.2) 1 (0.2) 1.000

Othera 537 (11.1) 488 (11.3) 49 (9.7) 0.285

Surgicala 1019 (21.1) 879 (20.4) 140 (27.8) <0.001

Wound infectiona 211 (4.4) 182 (4.2) 29 (5.8) 0.110

Intraabdominal infectiona 171 (3.5) 152 (3.5) 19 (3.8) 0.775

Wound dehiscencea 88 (1.8) 73 (1.7) 15 (3.0) 0.041

Intraabdominal bleedinga 43 (0.9) 36 (0.8) 7 (1.4) 0.210

Anastomotic leakagea 405 (8.4) 345 (8.0) 60 (11.9) 0.003

Stoma complicationa 89 (1.8) 74 (1.7) 15 (3.0) 0.010

Other surgicala 54 (1.1) 46 (1.1) 8 (1.6) 0.292
aNo missing data
RW rectal washout
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reconcile differences between the RW and no RW
groups, we adjusted for possible confounders using mul-
tivariable analyses. Despite this, reduced postoperative
complications following RW were found.
The main argument for performing RW is the reduced

LR risk. The evidence of the RW impact on LR is con-
flicting. No randomised controlled trial (RCT) has been
conducted, but a large SCRCR study, recent systematic
reviews and meta-analyses have demonstrated a signifi-
cant LR reduction when RW is performed [15–18, 21,
23]. An obstacle to performing an RCT is that power
calculations indicate that a sample size of at least 1400
patients and a follow-up period of five years are needed
[15]. Furthermore, during the establishment of the TME
surgery most European colorectal surgeons adopted the
technique and were convinced of the importance of RW.
Therefore, some authors believe it would be unethical to
perform an RCT [15, 16].
Our data come from a registry with high external and

internal validity that contains all Swedish hospitals per-
forming rectal cancer surgery and data that have been
collected prospectively. In a validation of the SCRCR
data, the validity of the variable RW was high [30]. The
SCRCR data are truly population-based, unselected and
reflect the average management of rectal cancer in
Sweden. Thus, patients who would have been excluded
in an RCT (e.g., due to age or comorbidity) are included
in the analyses, rendering a large study population.
The Swedish national guidelines recommend RW be

performed with sterile water or another cytotoxic solu-
tion when performing AR for rectal cancer [31]. The
RW frequency in Sweden over the years has been ap-
proximately 90% in patients treated with AR according
to the SCRCR [9]. This is in accordance with the find-
ings in our cohort. Unfortunately, the reason for RW

omission is not stated in the SCRCR. A survey of the
current practice of RW in the UK showed that 87.2% of
the responders performed RW in open resections, but
only 54.8% of the responders who performed laparo-
scopic surgery routinely performed RW during laparo-
scopic resections for rectal cancer [26]. In our study, the
proportion of laparoscopic procedures was higher in the
no RW group. Meanwhile, a recent survey conducted by
our group concerning the practice of RW in Sweden
showed no differences on routine use of RW between
open and minimally invasive surgery [32].
In a few case reports, adverse events after RW have

been reported, such as anaphylaxis due to RW with
chlorhexidine as well as blood pressure drop and cardiac
ischemia after use of cetrimide [24, 25]. From our earlier
study, we know that chlorhexidine alone and cetrimide
are not used in Sweden [32]. In Sweden, sterile water or
a mixture of sterile water and alcohol are the most com-
mon solutions followed by a mixture of either alcohol or
chlorhexidine with sterile water or saline [32]. Despite
the lack of evidence, many authors state that RW is safe
and does not alter the risk of complications [15, 16, 19,
23]. This opinion is supported by our results but based
on our earlier survey, this only applies to RW with ster-
ile water as well as alcohol or chlorhexidine mixed with
sterile water or saline, and not to other solutions [32].
The lack of randomisation between the groups is a

limitation of our study. Furthermore, the SCRCR does
not state how RW was executed, both in terms of solu-
tion and volume. The Swedish national guidelines for
colorectal cancer care give no recommendation on the
volume of fluid or on the technique to use [31]. In our
recent study, we found that there are differences in prac-
tice among Swedish colorectal units on those two items
[32]. A possible way to find answers concerning what

Table 3 Univariable and multivariable logistic regression analysis of the impact of rectal washout on early postoperative
complications after anterior resection for rectal cancer

Complications Univariable odds ratio (CI) p value Multivariable odds ratio (CI) p value

Overall 0.82 (0.68–0.99) 0.039 0.73 (0.60–0.90) 0.002

30-day mortalitya 0.48 (0.25–0.90) 0.023 0.55 (0.27–1.13) 0.105

Surgical 0.67 (0.54–0.82) < 0.001 0.62 (0.50–0.78) < 0.001

Anastomotic leakage 0.64 (0.48–0.86) 0.003 0.59 (0.43–0.80) 0.001

Reoperation 0.60 (0.46–0.78) < 0.001 0.61 (0.46–0.81) 0.001

Cardiovascularb 0.81 (0.50–1.30) 0.374 0.79 (0.47–1.33) 0.378

Infectious 0.96 (0.66–1.41) 0.843 0.92 (0.61–1.39) 0.688

Other 1.18 (0.87–1.61) 0.286 0.98 (0.71–1.37) 0.911

Multivariable analysis adjusted for age, gender, ASA-class, BMI, low-/high-volume hospital, tumour height, radiotherapy, temporary stoma, perforation, TNM stage,
residual tumour, colorectal surgeon and laparoscopic procedure unless indicated otherwise
aAdjusted for age, gender, ASA-class, BMI, low-/high-volume hospital, tumour height, radiotherapy, temporary stoma, perforation, TNM stage and
laparoscopic procedure
bAdjusted for age, gender, ASA-class, BMI, low-/high-volume hospital, tumour height, radiotherapy, temporary stoma, perforation, TNM stage, colorectal surgeon
and laparoscopic procedure
CI 95% confidence interval
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RW solution and volume to use may be to include those
variables in the SCRCR dataset. Furthermore, previous
studies have shown that postoperative complications are
underreported in the SCRCR [33]. However, there is no
reason to believe that there is an uneven distribution of
this underreporting between the groups in our study.

Conclusions
Although RW might be a surrogate marker for overall
quality of rectal surgery, our study suggests that RW
with sterile water or an alcohol-based solution is a safe
technique that does not increase postoperative complica-
tions. The routine to perform RW in AR with TME
technique for rectal cancer in spite of the absence of
RCTs is supported. Further work is needed to answer
what technique, fluid and volume to use, so as to estab-
lish a consensus on these issues.
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